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Abstract- A procedure for Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) for the formation of picture content descriptor
which  abusing the upside  of  low multifaceted  nature  Order  Dither  Block  Truncation  Coding (ODBTC).  The
quantizer  and bitmap picture are  the packed type of  picture  got from the ODBTC method in encoding step.
Translating isn't acted in this strategy. It has two picture highlight, for example, Color Co-event Feature (CCF) and
Bit Pattern Feature (BPF) for ordering the picture. These highlights are straightforwardly gotten from ODBTC
encoded information stream. By contrasting and the BTC picture recovery framework and other prior technique
the test result show the proposed strategy is predominant. ODBTC is appropriate for picture pressure and it is a
simple and viable descriptor to file the picture in CBIR. Content-based picture recovery is utilized to separate the
pictures  based on their  substance,  for example,  surface,  shading, shape and spatial  format.  To limit  this hole
numerous ideas was presented. Also, Images can be put away and extricated dependent on different highlights and
one of the unmistakable component is Texture.

KEYWORDS:  Content Based Image Retrieval, Neural  Network, Relevance Feedback, Color, Texture,  Shape,
Semantics.

I.INTRODUCTION

A  picture  recovery  framework  produce  a  bunch  of
picture  from  the  information  base.  Information  base
having the assortment of picture. The picture recovery is
to satisfy clients need which having likeness assessment,
for  example,  picture tone similarity,  etc.  Continuously
application a picture recovery framework is a proficient
method  to  access,  peruse  and  recover  a  bunch  of
comparable picture. In the prior technique the picture is
basically processed in the DCT domain.JPEG standard
pressure is an improvement of picture recovery in DCT
space.  The  majority  of  picture  is  managing  MPEG-7
visual  substance  descriptor  including  the  Color
Descriptor  (CD),  Texture  Descriptor  (TD)  and  Shape
Descriptor  (SD) to  build up the  norm for  CBIR task.
This  standard  give  an  extraordinary  bit  of  leeway  in
CBIR research field and furthermore having advantage
in which picture content descriptor is changed by client.
The  picture  descriptor  is  needed  for  alteration  and
Recalculation  with  the  goal  that  the  first  picture  isn't
necessarily  transferred.  For  perceiving  similar
classifications of picture from the gigantic information
base another sort of CBIR approach is introduced in the
spatial  pyramid  and  request  less  pack  of  highlight
picture  portrayal.  This  is  basically  utilized  for  normal
scene  order.  Open  field  learning  for  pooled  picture
include  for  picture  arrangement.  This  having  a  lot  of
lower highlight dimensionality contrasted with the other
previous plan. The picture include descriptor is extricate
from  compacted  information  stream  in  CBIR
framework. For diminishing the extra room the picture
are  recorded  in  the  capacity  in  the  packed  structure.

Without playing out the interpreting cycle the element
extractor  essentially create a picture include for CBIR
task. BTC is likewise a picture pressure strategy which
requires straightforward cycle in both the encoding and
interpreting stages. The significant and initial phase in
BTC  is  partition  the  picture  into  a  few  square.  That
square  is  spoken  to  with  the  two  explicit  quantizer
which keep up it mean worth and standard deviation to
unique picture block. The BTC produces two quantizer,
for example, high and low quantizer. 

The bitmap picture are produced at end of disentangling
measure.  The  BTC  supplanting  the  bitmap  data  with
high  and  low quantizer  which  is  opposite  method.  In
encoding and translating stage the BTC never requires
the  codebook  data  in  VQ  picture  pressure  or  the
quantization table in JPEG which are assistant data. The
size of DataStream is required utilizing entropy coding
in  the  BTC  technique  which  keep  up  worthy  visual
picture. The primary CBIR framework created utilizing
BTC is clarified in the shading picture ordering utilizing
BTC strategy. This technique clarify the idea of BTC to
create the picture include utilizing two quantized worth
and bitmap picture. In the early work to record a bunch
of picture in the information base two picture highlight
have  been  proposed,  for  example,  block  shading  co-
event  lattice  and  square  example  histogram.  These
techniques additionally use the RGB shading space and
YCbCr shading space.  This strategy having a superior
outcome in term of recovery exactness contrasted with
the  previous  technique.  The  RGB  shading  space  is



utilized for extraction of picture include descriptor.  In
the BTC encoding is performed on each shading space,
for example, red, green and blue independently.

The shading channel  is  utilized  to  extricate  the  touch
design codebook and conventional  histogram. In BTC
ordering technique an alternate methodology for CBIR
framework  utilizing  shading  second  and  k-mean
bunching  can  be  found.  In  the  CBIR  application  the
BTC conspire is the advantageous and viable strategy to
file picture in information base. In picture coding BTC
had assumed a significant job. Many progressed coding
procedure  is  roused by BTC for  its  dependability  and
straightforwardness.  To  diminish  the  computational
unpredictability,  improve  picture  quality  and  higher
pressure proportion numerous improvement are made in
BTC conspire.  HBTC and BTC having computational
straightforwardness  which  made  it  is  an  appealing
instrument  in  the  ongoing  execution.  HBTC is  gotten
from BTC in which the bitmap picture is supplanted by
halftone picture.  The principle distinctive between this
procedure is it  quantizer assurance. The BTC keep up
the mean worth and standard deviation however HBTC
quantizer is get from least and most extreme incentive in
each picture block. 

An  illustration  of  HBTC  is  vacillate  based  BTC  in
which bitmap is created from vacillating methodology.
The vacillating based  BTC is  the Order  Dither  Block
Truncation Coding (ODBTC) which includes the HVS
for accomplishing picture quality. The ODBTC plot is
utilizes the vacillate exhibit look into table in encoding
stage.  The  outrageous  incentives  in  the  ODBTC  are
gotten from greatest  and least  incentive in the picture
block.  Watermarking  plan  are  additionally  utilized  in
this procedure which is utilized for application requiring
security  and  possession  assurance.  From the  ODBTC
packed  information  stream  another  methodology  is
proposed  to  file  a  picture  in  information  base.  These
techniques  for  picture  recovery  framework  create  two
picture highlight, for example, CCF and BPF from the
shading quantizer and bitmap picture. 

Content-Based  Image  Retrieval  (CBIR)  offers  an
advantageous  method  to  peruse  and  look  through  the
ideal  picture  in  the  colossal  picture  information  base.
The  CBIR  utilizes  the  picture  highlights  of  visual
substance to speak to and file the picture in information
base.  These  highlights  can  be  shading,  surface,  and
shape; and so on The element decision relies upon the
client's  inclination  or  is  chosen  by  the  master
framework. Finding a solitary best delegate highlight of
a picture is troublesome as a result of the way that the
picture  taker  may  take  a  few  pictures  under  various

conditions,  for  example,  unique  lighting  sources,
different  viewpoints,  diverse  brightening  changes,  and
so  forth  Building  up  a  viable  and  effective  picture
highlight  descriptor  turns  into  a  provoking  errand  for
CBIR framework to accomplish a high picture recovery
execution.  Numerous  endeavours  and  explores  have
been  given  to  improve  the  recovery  exactness  in  the
CBIR framework. One of these endeavours is utilizing a
picture highlight descriptor determined

II.RELATIVE WORKS

Implanting  watermarks  into  compacted  picture
another  strategy  which  depends  on  BTC  and
Halftonning  method  is  introduced.  The
straightforward  and  proficient  picture  pressure
procedure  is  BTC.  When  the  picture  block  size  is
increments since it produce picture of high caliber and
with high impeding impacts. With a similar pressure
capacity  another  technique  is  acquainted  with  take
care of the issue is ODBTC. Install the watermark into
compacted  picture  is  additionally  done  by  this
strategy.  Request  vacillating  is  utilized  to  do
watermarking  likewise  to  fuse  void-and-group
technique. The other strategy dependent on BTC and
VQ has  a  compelling  element  for  shading  image.in
this method input shading picture is isolated into Y,Cb
and Cr parts. BTC is performed by 4x4 Y block. This
produces  mean  pair  arrangement  and  touch  plane
succession. To acquire the differentiation and visual
example co-event grid they are evaluated by contrast
design codebook and visual example code book. VQ
is  performed  by  4x4  Cb  squares  and  Cr  block
separately.  This  produces  shading  design  co-event
lattice.  This  having  high  recovery  execution.  The
information  base  comprise  of  9983  picture  with
various substance is utilized to inspect  in this cycle
and  it  result  have  been  contrasted  and  comparative
strategy. For pressure technique BTC-VQ is utilized.
The  new strategy  for  picture  recovery  is  actualized
dependent  on  shading  histogram  and  vlock  design
histogram. 

The vital advance for finding the inserted data bit they
utilizes backwards half conditioning and second round
of Halftonning. The target great quality picture with
adaptable  limit  and  sensible  multifaceted  nature  is
gotten from the test result. The right translating pace
of 100% have kept up in this procedure. The decoder
recreates  the  first  hotspot  ODBTC  picture  which
supports the adaptability in the picture control. It has
the  first  picture  unmodified.  BTC  offering  great
picture quality by the effective pressure strategy. The



high pressure proportion application utilizes BTC plot
which causes serious perceptual artefacts of impeding
impact. LUT is utilized to lessen the unpredictability
of BTC. For adequately showing of ODBTC picture
some new advancing plan is utilized.  To decide the
sending  request  ODBTC  use  the  touch  interleaved
bitmap picture strategy which reproduce the ODBTC
picture.

From the old occasions, the utilization of the pictures
is normal.  They discloses to us what our identity is
and where we come from. Pictures are the most ideal
approach to retain the time that we went through with
our  friends  and  family.  Additionally,  pictures  are
more eye-appealing then the crude information. In this
manner  now  daily's  pictures  assume  an  extremely
vital function in each field.  With the progression in
innovation, everything becomes digitized which gives
simplicity to the client in each perspective. Internet is
the genuine model for the colossal stockpiling of the
digitized pictures.  It  contains millions or trillions of
pictures in their databases. Digitization not just makes
the cycle to store the pictures in a simple way yet in
addition give you to look through it a productive way.
Numerous  specialists  have  discovered  that  visual
information  everywhere  on  the  world  is  expanding
step by step at quick speed.

III.CBIR APPROACH

Content  Based  Image  Retrieval  (CBIR)  is  the
technique for recovering pictures from the enormous
picture  information  bases  according  to  the  client
interest.  It  is  otherwise  called  Query  by  Image
Content  (QBIC)  and  Content  Visual  Information
Retrieval (CBVIR). In CBIR, content based methods
the looking of picture is continue on the real substance
of  picture  as  opposed  to  its  metadata.  The  Content
Based Image Retrieval  System is utilized to remove
the  highlights,  ordering  those  highlights  utilizing
proper structures and productively give answers to the
client's  inquiry.  To  give  the  good  response  to  the
client inquiry, CBIR gives some progression of work.
Initially CBIR framework takes the RGB picture as an
info,  performs  include  extraction,  plays  out  some
similitude calculations with the pictures put away in
information base and recovers the yield picture based
on  likeness  calculation.  There  are  some  essential
CBIR basics and are separated into three sections, for
example,  include  extraction,  multidimensional
ordering and Retrieval framework design. 

Another  kind  of  CBIR  approach  is  introduced  in
which  the  spatial  pyramid  and  request  less  pack  of
highlights  picture  portrayal  were  utilized  for
perceiving  the  scene  classes  of  pictures  from  a
colossal  information  base.  This  technique  offers  a
promising  outcome  and  outflanks  the  previous
existing  strategies  as  far  as  the  characteristic  scene
characterization.  The  technique  introduced  the
comprehensive  portrayal  of  spatial  wrap  with  an
exceptionally low dimensionality for speaking to the
scene  picture.  This  methodology  introduced  an
extraordinary outcome in the scene classification. The
technique  in  proposed  another  methodology  for
picture order with the open field plan and the idea of
over-culmination  procedure  to  accomplish  an  ideal
outcome. As revealed this technique accomplished the
best  characterization  execution  with  much  lower
include  dimensionality  contrasted  with  that  of  the
previous plans in picture order task.
The  CBIR  framework  which  removes  a  picture
highlight  descriptor  from  the  packed  information
stream  has  become  a  significant  issue.  Since  the
majority of the pictures are recorded in the capacity
gadget in compacted design for diminishing the extra
room necessity. 

The  Block  Truncation  Coding  (BTC)  is  a  picture
pressure strategy. The BTC packs a picture in a some
manner. BTC right off the bat isolates an info picture
into a few picture blocks, and each picture block is in
this way spoke to with two explicit quantizes to keep
up  its  mean  worth  and  standard  deviation
indistinguishable from the first picture block. 

The BTC produces two quantizers,  specifically high
and low quantizers, and a bitmap picture toward the
finish  of  the  disentangling  cycle.  The  BTC
disentangling plays out the opposite technique by just
supplanting  the  bitmap  data  with  the  high  or  low
quantizer.  BTC  never  requires  helper  data  during
encoding  and  translating  stages,  for  example,  the
codebook  data  in  the  Vector  Quantization  (VQ)
picture  pressure  or  the  quantization  table  in  JPEG.
The BTC keeps up satisfactory visual picture, and the
size  of  the  information  stream  can  be  additionally
decreased utilizing the entropy coding. 

The data about the picture content is acquire from the
shading  appropriation  of  the  pixels  of  picture.  To
acquire  the  picture  shading  dispersion  shading  co-
event  grid  is  used.  The  event  likelihood  of  pixel
alongside  its  nearby  neighbor  is  figures  from  the
shading  co-event  matrix.  The  spatial  portrayal  of



picture  is  additionally  get  from  the  matrix.CCF  is
registered from the ODBTC shading quantizers. The
explicit code book is utilized to record most extreme
and  least  quantizer.  The  shading  co-event  lattice  is
gotten  from  the  above  ordered  values.In  RBG
ordering measure the RGB pixel is planned three tuple
into  limited  subsets.  The  shading  ordering  cycle  of
ODBTC least quantizer almost equivalent to the base
quantize of each square. The shading co-event grid is
the  scanty  matrix.  In  this  zero  rules  its  entries.  In
request  to speed up and to diminish the component
dimensionality of CCF the shading co-event lattice is
binned  along  its  segments  or  lines  to  frame  a  1D
picture highlight descriptor. The CCF computation is
basic and it is more ideal for CBIR task.

Another element which character the edge, shape and
picture content is bit design feature. The digit design
code book is delivered by double vector quantisation
from the arrangement  of  preparing  bit  map pictures
acquired from the ODBTC encoding measure. Double
vector  quantization is  utilized to produce bit  design
codebook  and  numerous  bitmap  pictures  are
associated  with  the  preparation  stage.  In  the  code
book age all the all the code vector have an incentive
between zero(black pixel) and one(white pixel) rather
than paired worth. The hard thresholding plays out the
binarization of all code vector for eventual outcome.
From the closeness estimation between the bitmap and
code word is utilized to create bitmap of each square.
The  component  dimensionality  of  the  touch  design
include is consistently indistinguishable from the spot
design code book sizes.  The general  dimensionality
depends on the element descriptor. The CCF and BPF
having  the  comparative  calculation  making  it
generally  appropriate  for  quicker  reaction  of  the
ongoing applications.

IV.PROPOSED SYSTEM

FEATURE EXTRACTION: 

Text based and visual based are the two classes of the
element.  For  the  printed  put  together  element
extraction  they  based  with  respect  to  numerous
method, for example, catchphrases, labels, and so on
For  the  visual  put  together  element  extraction  they
based  with  respect  to  numerous  procedure,  for
example, shading, space, and surface, and so on For
design  acknowledgment  visual  element  are  the
significant element.

COLOR BASED RETRIEVAL

Shading  histogram is  the  fundamental  procedure  or
shading  based  retrieval.  Each  picture  is  determined
dependent  on  shading  histogram  and  they  are  put
away in the information base and they speak to the
pixel  of  picture.  They the  picture  from information
base  by utilizing the coordinating calculation who’s
shading histogram matches with the old picture. There
are  fundamentally  different  kinds  of  histograms:
typical,  weighted,  prevailing  and  fluffy.  Different
shading  spaces:  HSV,  gray  scale,  HSL,  Lab,  Luv,
HMMD, and YCbCr.

TEXTURE BASED RETRIEVAL

Surface  based  recovery  can  recognize  two  pictures
having same tone and shape with the goal that  it  is
considered as significant component when contrasted
with other. For coordinating the surface similarity ant
strategy is proposed. Tamura et al. proposed a surface
portrayal  dependent  on  6  factual  highlights,  for
example,  coarseness,  contrast,  line-likeness,  texure
roughness,  and  routineness.  These  highlights  are
considered as the most outwardly significant element.
For  surface  element  extractions  different  procedure
are utilized, for example, factual boundaries, entropy
measures, changed spaces and Markov Hidden Fields
calculations.

SHAPE BASED RETRIEVAL

 Shape based recovery  is  the significant  component
which  separates  the  pictures  normally.  There  are
basically two significant highlights of the shape, for
example, Global element (like viewpoint proportion)
and nearby component (like limit sections).  State of
some random picture can be spoken to utilizing many
component,  for  example,  region,  border,  sweeps,
skeleton, insights minutes, structure signature, Fourier
and Hough shape signature.

V.SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION



To  make  the  CBIR  multidimensional  ordering
methods  are  fundamentally  utilized  which  having
picture assortment. The vast majority of the pictures
are  having  high  dimensionality.  So  the  significant
method to file such pictures is to ordering the picture
and to lessen the dimensionality. For decreasing the
measurement,  bunching is utilized. Grouping can be
utilized  in  different  structures  like  example
acknowledgment,  discourse  investigation  and  data
recovery.  To perform acknowledgment  or  gathering
grouping can  be  acted  in  line astute  just  as  section
insightful 

After  component  extraction  pictures  are  listed  and
afterward  likeness  estimation  is  performed.  The
highlights of the question picture and the highlights of
the  objective  picture  in  the  information  base  are
utilized for similarity assessment. Similitude measure
registers  the  level  of  likeness  between  a  couple  of
pictures.  It  speaks to the distance between highlight
vectors  speaking  to  of  the  pictures.  Comparability
pictures ought to have more modest distance between
the  two  picture  and  various  pictures  ought  to  have
enormous distance between two picture. 

To  gauge  the  similitude  between  two  pictures
(question  picture  and  target  picture)  the  general
distance measure is used. The comparability distance
is  significant  part  for  getting  the  arrangement  of
comparable  picture  .ODBTC  encoded  the  inquiry
picture  which  produces  relating  shading  co-event
highlight  and  spot  design  feature.  Then  the  above
highlights  is  contrasted  and  the  element  of  target
picture . In view of closeness distance score a bunch
of  comparable  picture  to  the  inquiry  picture  were
returned.  The  most  reduced  score  which  show  the
comparative picture to the question picture.

SEMANTIC TEMPLATE: 

To help significant level picture retrieval this method
is  produced  and  not  all  that  generally  utilized.  To
delegate  highlight  of  idea  this  method  is  generally
determined  from  an  assortment  of  test  pictures.
Wavelet  change  depends  on  small  waves  called
wavelet of fluctuating recurrence and restricted span.
Four diverse of discrete wavelet change of picture is
higher  recurrence  part  (HH),  High  Low  Frequency
part (HL), Low High Frequency part (LH), and Lower
recurrence part (LL). After this the vertical parts as 1-
level  pictures  decay,  it  processes  snapshots,
everything  being  equal,  and  store  and  use  it  as
highlight to acquire the necessary pictures. 

GABOR FILTER

This is mostly utilized for surface examination due to
its comparative qualities with human discernment 0f
picture.  A  two  dimensional  Gabor  work  g(x,  y)
comprises  of  a  sinusoidal  plane  flood  of  some
recurrence  and  direction  (Carrier),  and  two
dimensional interpreted. Gaussian Envelope is utilized
to regulate it.

SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE

Backing  vector  instrument  method  is  significant
procedure  in  which  information  is  examined  and
recognizes  design  utilized  for  characterization
purpose.  It  takes  set  of  info,  read  it  and  structures
yield in grouping for each ideal info and in the event
that  the  yield  is  persistent,  at  that  point  relapse  is
performed. 

The  shading  co-event  highlight  and  touch  design
include  having  various  modalities  however  they
joining the highlights and furthermore deciding their
similitude  consistent  conveyed  in  the  trials.  The
objective picture is the scaled form of question image.
Lot of examinations was led to check the exhibition of
this  technique.  The  ODBTC  encoded  information
stream produces picture descriptor is now put away in
the  information  base.  The  general  picture  in  the
information base is figured by CCF and BPF. Based
on  the  likeness  distance  the  framework  restores  a
bunch  of  comparative  picture  from  the  database.
When a few picture are turned as inquiries the picture
recovery execution is tried. The adequacy of proposed
strategy and previous existing technique are estimated
by  execution  assessment.  A  bunch  of  comparative



picture to the question picture was returned dependent
on  similitude  distance  score.  Four  quantitative
assessments  is  utilized  to  discover  the  presentation,
for example,  accuracy, review, normal recovery rate
and normal standardized adjusted recovery rank. The
exhibition  is  estimated  with  extent  amendment
arrangement from the closest neighbor classifier in the
picture  grouping  task.  As  utilized  in  the  picture
recovery  task  the  classifier  allocate  the  class  name
utilizing  closeness  distance  calculation.  In  the
information  base  the  comparability  distance  is  put
away  in  the  rising  request  between  the  question
picture and information base picture. The presentation
assessment is directed by averaging the estimations of
generally  inquiry  picture.  All  the  pictures  are
transformed  into  inquiry  picture  in  the  picture
recovery  framework.  The  normal  exactness  and
normal review estimation are utilized for depicting the
picture recovery execution. The higher estimation of
the accuracy, review and normal recovery rate means
the  higher  recovery  rate  and  better  execution  of
framework.

Paired  vector  quantization is  utilized to  produce  bit
design  codebook and numerous  bitmap pictures  are
associated  with  the  preparation  stage.  In  the  code
book age all the all the code vector have an incentive
between  zero  (black  pixel)  and  one(white  pixel)
instead of double worth. The hard thresholding plays
out the binarization of all code vector for end-product.
From the  similitude  estimation  between  the  bitmap
and code word is utilized to produce bitmap of each
square.  The  element  dimensionality  of  the  touch
design highlight is consistently indistinguishable from
the  spot  design  code  book  sizes.  The  general
dimensionality depends on the element descriptor. 

The bitmap picture are created at end of disentangling
measure. The BTC supplanting the bitmap data with
high and low quantizer which is converse strategy. In
encoding  and  interpreting  stage  the  BTC  never
requires the codebook data in VQ picture pressure or
the  quantization  table  in  JPEG  which  are  assistant
data.  The  size  of  DataStream  is  required  utilizing
entropy coding in  the BTC strategy  which keep  up
adequate  visual  picture.  The  principal  CBIR
framework  created  utilizing  BTC is  clarified  in  the
shading picture ordering utilizing BTC strategy.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Parametric measure of the quality of an image plays
an  important  role  in  image-processing  applications.
The parametric measures are classified into subjective

measure  and  objective  measure.  The  objective
measures  Peak  Signal  to  Noise  Ratio  (PSNR),
Weighted Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (WPSNR), Bit
Rate (BR), and Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) index are
employed for comparison.

Fig.5.Performance Graph for APR
Extensive  experiment  results  are  reported  to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed EDBTC
image  indexing  method.  Several  image  databases
consisting  of  the  natural  and  textural  image  are
utilized  in  this  experiment  to  have  an  in-depth
investigate  of  the  successfulness  of  the  proposed
CBIR system. The proposed  image retrieval  system
extracts  the  image  features  from  all  images  in  the
database using the proposed CHF and BHF EDBTC
features. The similarity between the query image and
target  image  is  measured  based  on  the  similarity
distance  score  from  their  descriptors.  A  set  of
retrieved  images  is  returned  by  the  system  in
ascending  order  based  on  the  similarity  distance
values.  In  this  experiment,  the  retrieval  accuracy  is
measured using the average precision, average recall,
or  ARR  value  over  all  query  images.  The  higher
average precision rate and ARR value indicate that the
system  is  able  to  retrieve  a  set  of  returned  image
which  has  more  similar  appearance  with  the  query
image



Fig.6.Performance Graph between Precision and Recall

V.CONCLUSION
The Content Based Image Retrieval method is mainly
applied just on pictures, in proposed framework this
CBIR strategy is applied on record. An assortment of
picture outlines is the video in the framework so every
individual edge is considered as the single picture. On
each  picture  outline  include  extraction  is  finished.
This methodology is utilized uniquely for the live web
based video of .avi record design. In this methodology
the ODBTC ordering strategy is utilized for ordering
the pictures however in video, the picture outlines are
now in arrangement so ODBTC is straightforwardly
applied on the predefined grouping of picture outlines
in video.
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